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Resource Autoscaling
pDefinition

ØDynamically allocating computing resources, e.g., CPU, GPU or

memory;

ØJob-level autoscaling and Task-level autoscaling, i.e., assigning
resources to jobs or fine-grained tasks.

pAutoscaling methods

ØHeuristic-based methods

ØReinforcement-learning-based methods
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Motivation

pFine-grained autoscaling

ØMore precise resource management;

ØBetter performance in multiple computing scenarios, e.g., 11-x faster 

execution speed for web services and 35% gain on GPU utilization by

previous work.
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Motivation

pLarge temporal dimension

ØRunning online for months or even years;

ØProduce massive records of job states;

ØHeavy computation overhead (stream computing is time-critical).
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Markov Decision Process Definition
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Optimization objection:
l minimize latency
l maximize resource utilization ratio



Neural Variational Subgraph Sampler
pMotivation: It is unnecessary to model all job state snapshots
pSubgraph sampling

ØTemporal dimension:
l Weighted video stream sampling
l Underlying importance weights distribution along temporal dimension

ØSpatial dimension:
l Graph Neural Network
l A subset of spatial neighbors is most relevant

pPros:
ØReduce redundant or noisy information
Ø Lower computation cost
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Neural Variational Subgraph Sampler
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Under this sampling procedure, the marginal likelihood of subgraph is



Subgraph Mutual Information

pMotivation: explicitly encourage to sample representative 

subgraphs

pLarger MI indicates that the two variables are more correlated

pOptimization lower bound
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Training with Reinforcement Learning

pRL objective function:

pTotal loss:
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Experiments

pImplement a simulation environment for stream computing.

pUse ClarkNet Trace as workloads, which describes the number 

of HTTP requests to the servers.

pSelect jobs in Alibaba Cluster Dataset that were running for 

more than 2,000 minutes.

pSample six jobs with different task numbers:

ØSmall-1, Small-2, Medium-1, Medium-2, Large-1 and Large2
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Experiments

pPerformance comparisons
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Experiments

pParameter sensitivity

ØSize of subgraphs

ØWeights of latency

and utilization ratio
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Conclusion
pContributions:

Ø We are the first to give an MDP formulation of autoscaling streaming jobs.

Ø We design a Neural Variational Subgraph Sampler, which can greatly save the 
graph learning time.

Ø We propose an objective function based on mutual information to guide the sampler 
to extract more representative subgraphs.

pFuture Work:
Ø We will apply our method to solve other classical spatio-temporal graph modeling 

tasks, such as traffic forecasting and pose detection, which also suffer from the 
large temporal dimension issue.
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